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Missy Crissy is a Romanian recording artist.
Inspired by her mother, Missy Crissy's career started at a very young age. Her mother's legacy was
not an easy one to match, given that she was a
very famous singer in the Republic of Moldova, the
place Missy Crissy was born. Despite this, Missy
Crissy rose valiantly to the challenge!
Missy was introduced to this special world called
“Music” when she could barely speak. The steps
were obvious, and soon she started to participate
at every music contest, her passion growing well!
Her parents decided to move to Romania for better
opportunities. Her first song ever recorded was
with a hip hop artist and the experience was amazing. This would foreshadow her later collaborations
with artists such as B-Bless...
At the age of 16 she started to work in the studio proper. There, Missy met the guys that put her on the stage
with a live band for the first time! Working at such a young age was a very good opportunity for her to discover
herself as an artist, and to be discovered by others. With Missy's next collaboration she recorded her 2nd track
with a popular European hip hop band. The project stood by for quite a long time till she was discovered by a
recording artist named Smiley, who is also the owner of one of the biggest recording labels in Europe “HaHaHa
Production”. That's when things started to move fast!
Missy recorded her first single with HaHaHa Productions - "Let Your Love Out". Very soon after the video was
released, the song was a massive success! In August 2011, Missy Crissy toured this track throughout Asia. Spotting talent, many brands jumped on-board as sponsors, including “Chivas Regal", which was a massive achievement for an emerging new artist. This lead to Missy Crissy featuring in the Elle Fashion Show Magazine in 2012.
With a global fan base and brands now wanting to be part of the Missy brand, success was assured!
Fast forward to December 2015, and with the help of B2K's Raz B, Missy was scouted. She was spotted in her
natural element, performing in Shanghai. A better job interview, you couldn't ask for! A few quick calls from Raz
B to the team at DJ Central Records in Hong Kong later, and Missy was signed to a world wide publishing and
recording deal in a heartbeat. Her 1st release was her self titled album "Missy Crissy". A year later and she was
rolling in popularity, seeing millions of plays on Youtube, with her fanbase growing to this very day! Throughout
2016, she performed in Europe and China, and a year later, she featured in "Passenger", a smash hit single from
the one and only B-Bless!
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This track in particular helped put her and B-Bless on the map even more than ever before, and it still turns heads
to this day... so much so that the legendary Soularflair has produced an excellent music video for it with Blue Pie
CEO Damien Reilly, which you can find here!
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcc2P9RvNig&feature=youtu.be
The cool urban identity of this track is an aesthetic that's clearly close to both Missy Crissy and B-Bless, and it's but
a slice of the action when it comes to her excellent music!
As Damien Reilly, CEO of Blue Pie Records says:
"Missy is a rare talent and a vocalist that hits the note right in the middle. She has an incredible work ethic and
success is now knocking on her door. We believe in her abilities not only as a vocalist but as an artist that can put
on one hell of a show. Raz B has been with DJ Central scouting talent, so the credit goes to Raz for finding Missy!"
Missy Crissy is a DJ Central Records and Blue Pie Records USA artist. Missy Crissy is published by Blue Pie Publishing
USA (ASCAP)
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www.missycrissy.com
www.spotify.com [search Missy Crissy]
www.youtube.com/channel/UCKWK5FSB2FI_Z9qmMTkGfHw
www.facebook.com/missy.crissy.79
www.instagram.com/cristine_popa
www.airplaydirect.com/music/missycrissy
wwww.music.apple.com/au/artist/missy-crissy/479016403
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Discography:
: Let Your Love Out
: Pop
: 2009
: DJ Central Records

: Passenger Extended Mix (B-Bless Ft. Missy Crissy)
: Pop
: 2017
: DJ Central Records

: Passenger Radio Edit (B-Bless Ft. Missy Crissy)
: Pop
: 2017
: DJ Central Records

: Mis Behavin
: Pop
: 2019
: DJ Central Records

: Locka
: Pop
: 2020
: DJ Central Records

: След
: Pop
: 2020
: DJ Central Records
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Videos:
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Comp Cards:
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Comp Cards:
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Streaming and Downloads:
Here are the CERTIFIED streaming and downloads and general numbers as of August 2020.

Over 1,000,000

Over 50,000

              

              

Over 11,100

Over 100,000
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Contact Details:

For any and all license sales or music sync requests please email: support@bluepie.com.au
Missy Crissy is distributed exclusively for the world by Blue Pie Records USA and DJ Central Records.
Missy Crissy is published exclusively for the world by Blue Pie Publishing USA (ASCAP).
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